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Address Sheth Glass Works 
Vinay Enterpries 
3, M U Arcade, Baptista road, Vile parle West, 
400056 Mumbai

Country India

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Clear, Green, Blue, Frosted, Amber Bottles; Vials and Jars

Our glass bottles are available in many styles from boston rounds to squares. We carry several clear (flint) glass bottle varieties, from boston rounds to
salad dressing bottles. Our clear glass bottles could be a nice addition to any product line. Please be sure to test your product with the containers to
ensure compatibility before you purchase large quantities. Our elegant blue (cobalt) glass bottles are available in two styles.

Our round green glass bottles are available with several closure options including droppers and screw thread caps. We also carry green glass frosted
roll on bottles with a variety of cap colors. Our elegant amber (brown) glass bottles are available in various styles as - classic boston round, the classic
pharmaceutical round, the straight sided ovals, or the handle jugs. Our frosted glass bottles and jars are exquisite for the professional manufacturer or
hobbyist alike.

We carry several style glass jars from straight sided cream jars to hexagon jars. Our huge assortment of glass vials includes a variety of colors and
closure options depending on your application.

Company Profile of Sheth Glass Works

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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